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In addition to bringing you an optimized price-performance ratio, all our products come with special 

quality features designed to benefit staff, surgeons, and patients alike while making daily work life 

easier, especially in high patient-turnover surgery environments.

Steering Guide
-  Facilitates the directional pushing by only a single person while

protecting that person's back muscles against strain

Mobility
- Its lightweight construction reduces the treatment chair's weight

- 360-degree rotating double casters

Memory Auto-Run
-  Move chair into pre-programmed positions at the push of a button

-  The auto-run functions moves the chair automatically into the

desired position

- Ergonomic design to protect the back of staff and patients alike

Electronic brake system
-  Allows you to set the brake with the push of a button – for no

more cumbersome brake levers in the staff's foot area

Our quality features at a single glance

Advantages 
for the surgeon

Advantages 
for the assistant

Advantages 
for the patient
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Quality & PROFESSIONALISM

Max. payload
-  Maximum patient weight admissible on the

equipment

Enormous legroom
-  Ensure optimum surgeon's access to the

patient

Ergonomics
- Optimized patient positioning

-  Ergonomically adjustable 4-element upper frame

-  All four elements of the support surface are

separately adjustable via the manual keypad

Battery powered
-  Battery-operated; independent from the power

supply; perfectly mobile

- Powerful, eco-friendly batteries

- User-friendly back-up system

Foot keypad
-  Removable foot keypad allowing

a variety of adjusting options

Premium upholstery
- High-grade, easy-to-clean, and shape retaining

-  Anti-microbially treated, hygienic,

mildew-retardant

- Flame retardant and waterproof

e-drive system
- Electronic pushing aid, very easy to use

Pop-up joystick
-  Foot operation via joystick for sensitive chair

adjustment

Headrest element
- 3-dimensionally adjustable headrest element

- Manually or electronically adjustable

Extension system SES
-  Low patient access height and very little need

for repositioning thanks to automatic length

compensation by the footrest and legrest

elements

- The patient remains completely relaxed

Service-friendly
- Easy maintenance and care




